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Does the New Testament story of Jesus
contain any elements of historical truth, or
is it pure legend? Professor G.A. Wells is
the foremost contemporary exponent of the
purely legendary, or mythicist view. In The
Jesus Myth he presents an up-to-date,
radical, and well-reasoned argument,
drawing upon his sure grasp of the
wide-ranging evidence.Wells contends that
the accounts of Jesus in the four canonical
gospels not only contradict each other, but
are also not in harmony with the earliest
Christian documents, which never present
Jesus as an itinerant preacher, a performer
of miracles, born of a virgin, associated
with Nazareth, or executed under
Pilate.The gospels were composed after
A.D. 70 by unknown individuals who
could not have been eye-witnesses to the
events they describe. All the earliest
non-Christian testimony, pagan and Jewish,
is dependent upon Christian accounts. The
frequently voiced notion that there is
independent corroboration of the life of
Jesus from Roman records or elsewhere is
wishful thinking.The Jesus Myth, which
follows Professor Wellss earlier, highly
acclaimed work, The Jesus Legend (see
page 15), contains a new investigation of
the historicity of the gospel miracles, a
detailed look at the earliest non-Christian
testimony to the existence of Jesus, and a
provocative discussion of the New
Testament Jesus as an ethical guide. There
is also an afterword by the distinguished
Christian scholar Roderick Tyler, whose
criticisms of Professor Wellss arguments
led to the new presentation in The Jesus
Myth.
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Jesus in comparative mythology - Wikipedia In the book Christ in Egypt: The Horus-Jesus Connection (Stellar House
. While I agree that to say the Jesus myth was copied directly from other myths is an The Historiography of the Jesus
Myth - Bedes Library What you cant do, though, without venturing into the far swamps of extreme crankery, is to
argue that Jesus never existed. The Christ-Myth Five myths about Jesus - The Washington Post Why would people
put forth the idea that Jesus existence was a myth? How can a historical figure be accepted as a myth such a the Jesus
JesusNeverExisted Earl J. Doherty (born 1941) is a Canadian author of The Jesus Puzzle (1999), Challenging the
Verdict (2001), and Jesus: Neither God Nor Man (2009). Doherty argues for a version of the Christ myth theory, the
thesis that Jesus Jesus Myth - All About Jesus Christ George Albert Wells (23 January 2017), usually known as G. A.
Wells, was a The summary of the argument of the Jesus Legend (1996) and the Jesus Myth (1999) given in this section
of the present work makes it clear that I no Christ myth theory - Wikipedia In fact, Christian evidence for a human
Jesus who was crucified is trustworthy because it ran counter to the myths of the time and suggested that Decoding the
Jesus Myth - Hopes Reason - Stephen Bedard Buy The Jesus Myth on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. none
Perhaps no historical figure is more deeply mired in legend and myth than Jesus of Nazareth. Outside of the Gospels
which are not so much none Jesus Myth. QUESTION: Jesus myth - Did He really live? ANSWER: Is the Jesus myth
true? Is Jesus just the fabrication of a bunch of religious zealots? Why Is There Even A Jesus Myth Theory? Once
the Jesus myth is more widely understood as a composite relic of a credulous past, we may be able to go forward toward
a more satisfying set of spiritual Refuting the Jesus Myth - Bedes Library This article was first published in 2012.
To learn more about the historical Jesus, watch the CNN Original Series Finding Jesus, Sundays at 9 The Jesus Myth: :
G.A. Wells: 9780812693928: Books Read Bart Ehrman (who is totally awesome!) and then read Greeleys The Jesus
Myth and the Sinai Myth. Erhman establishes the historical facts any Is Jesus a myth? Is Jesus just a copy of the
pagan gods of other Horus Manure: Debunking the Jesus/Horus Connection : Strange Buy The Jesus Myth by
G.A. Wells (ISBN: 9780812693928) from Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. Jesus - History
or Myth? - ABC A resource page dealing with all matters concerning the Jesus myth. It includes books, links, videos
and primary sources that respond to the Jesus Myth. Scholarly opinions on the Jesus Myth - Bedes Library The Jesus
Myth: A Quick Study - Kindle edition by Dov Ivry. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or
tablets. Use features like 5 Reasons to Suspect Jesus Never Existed Alternet The Christ myth theory (also known as
Jesus myth theory or Jesus mythicism) is an umbrella term that applies to a range of arguments that in one way or
another Christ myth theory - Wikiquote Jesus Myth Theory: A Christian Response Hopes Reason Jesus as myth
- Wikipedia Unlike the mythical Jesus, a real historical figure like Julius Caesar has a mass Many currents fed the Jesus
myth, like streams and tributaries joining to form a Earl Doherty - Wikipedia site regarding the Horus myth and its
alleged similarity with the Jesus myth. The problem I got into is: I found quite some The Jesus Myth Is Christ a
Historical Person? Elsewhere, I have pointed out that the Jesus Myth is effectively dead as a theory in critical
historical studies. Contemporary historians and New Dispelling the Myths: The Uniqueness of the Jesus Story Every I have often been asked why more academics do not take the time to respond to the Jesus Myth theory. After
looking into this question, The Jesus Myth: Andrew M. Greeley: 9780385078658: Answer: There are a number of
people claiming that the accounts of Jesus as recorded in the New Testament are simply myths borrowed from pagan
folklore, Decoding Jesus: Separating man from myth - Jesus as myth may refer to: Christ myth theory, the position
that Jesus is a figure constructed from various mythologies Jesus Christ in comparative mythology, Jesus myth theory RationalWiki More academic arguments in support of the Jesus Myth theory can be found in the writings of Richard
Carrier and Robert Price. Carrier, who : The Jesus Myth: A Quick Study eBook: Dov Ivry A forum of debate about
the evidence for the existence of Jesus Christ and the historical reliability of the gospels. Decoding the Jesus Myth The Poached Egg The study of Jesus in comparative mythology is the examination of the narratives of the life of Jesus
in the Christian gospels, traditions and theology, as it relates
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